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Case Study

THE CUSTOMER PRODUCT FEATURES

A leading provider of Electronic Medical 
Record software (EMR software) and Practice 
Management Software solutions for doctors 
and medical practices. Our customer’s product 
is featured in the Black Book's "Top Internal 
Medicine" EMR list and Funded Idea's list of 
the "Top 300 Ventured Funded Start-ups in 
America.“
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Snapshot:

Customer: EMR and Practice 
Management Solutions provider
Requirement: iPad app develop-
ment
Key features: Patient monitoring 
and M-Prescribing

iPad Patient monitoring and prescribing App for a US 
based leading EMR and PMS Provider

View a patient’s contact and insurance information

Track a patient’s location from admission to discharge

Send electronic tasks to practice staff

Extend customer’s existing EMR product to mobile platform

Provide rich UI and capitalize on the mobile usability features

Facilitate access to patient information at the point of care

Order labs and refill prescriptions

Claims status & reviewed

Transaction history analysis

Missing charges & charge summary

Smartphone revolution has its higher share in the healthcare domain thanks to the inventions like 
iPhone and iPad. These devices have changed the way healthcare is being practiced. Also 
industry reports like PricewaterhouseCoopers' online survey stating that "86% of Medical Doctors 
want mobile EMR access" have paved the way for Healthcare provider software (EMR, EHR, 
PMS) ISVs to adapt the mobile advantage and focus on providing the “knock-out” punch to their 
competitors.

NEED

Our customer was no different and they explored strategic partners for their EMR IPad app 
development.   After several rounds of discussion with our mobile and Healthcare practice 
managers, Aspire was selected as their strategic partner largely due to the combined strengths of 
mobility expertise and Healthcare domain capabilities.  Summary of customer’s requirements are 
listed below:



“

“

Facilitate access to patient 
information at the point of care

Perform activities like Prescribing, 
Clinical noting  etc

Enable security features like data 
encryption, data wipe and offline 
authentication
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View patient’s administrative and clinical information 

Perform activities like Prescribing, Clinical noting  etc

Implement Service Oriented Architecture

Enable security features like data encryption, data wipe and offline authentication

Simplify application workflow
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iPad Patient monitoring and prescribing App for a US based leading EMR and PMS Provider

Considering quicker time-to-market, Aspire has built the application incrementally split in phases. 
In the first phase, the app consists of basic features which support “VIEW” only operation.  The 
subsequent phases have expanded the application with more features and then ported to newer 
platforms.  Our customer has provided web services for Aspire to manage data exchange 
activities.  Aspire has built this app with the primary focus on enabling doctors “on the move” to 
check their appointment, tasks, patient records etc.  

SCREENSHOTS

ASPIRE'S SOLUTION

Key Requirements
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iPad Patient monitoring and prescribing App for a US based leading EMR and PMS Provider

For more information:
Website :  www.aspiresys.com
E-mail    :  info@aspiresys.com
Phone    : +91-044-67404000
                +1-908-218-5017

Aspire has built iPad UI and information architecture and completed the entire application 
development lifecycle in 10 weeks’ time

Aspire’s Usability and Healthcare Domain knowledge reduced requirement elaboration time
by 40% and enabled Security measures to store offline content

ABOUT ASPIRE SYSTEMS

Aspire Systems is an Outsourced Product Development firm committed to helping our 
customers build software products better and faster.  We work with some of the world’s most 
innovative Independent Software Vendors and software-enabled businesses, ranging from 
start-ups to established industry leaders, transforming the way software is built.  Aspire 
provides complete product lifecycle services, ranging from new product development and 
product advancement to product migration, reengineering, sustenance and support.  We are 
headquartered at Chennai, India with offices in USA, UK, Germany and Sharjah.
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iOS 5, iPad SDK, SQLite 3.0, 
Interface Builder 3.1.2, Xcode 
3.1.3, Instruments 1.5, iPad2  
Simulator

Technology Snapshot


